Dear AHI Traveler,

Welcome to Scotland! Come, explore Stirling, the ancient capital of Scotland and gateway to the Highland, Loch Lomond, Stirling Castle and the Trossachs. Delight in the beautiful beauty of the Scottish landscape and its battlefields and castles and hamlets. Discover the lesser-known aspects of this brawny locale, the quintessential Scottish experience. You will be charmed and bound to this land with its strong dynamic heritage, its lofty castles and pastoral scenery. You will be propelled to your priority stud for a program that is the hallmark of our Alumni Campus Abroad® programs.

Please note:

- I prefer single accommodations at an additional $550 (limited availability).
- I/we will make my/our own air arrangements and transfers. Please send me information on upgrading my flights.
- In addition to airline cancellation penalties, all cancellations for any reason are to be held responsible for any act, omission, or event, during the time passengers are on tour. Passenger certifies that he/she has no physical, mental or medical conditions that may prevent him/her from participating in the program and that he/she will provide AHI such details as may be required by AHI. Passenger represents that he/she is capable of performing the physical demands of the travel program that will operate in the current calendar year or year following. Cancellation is not to be associated with the AHI Travel. By forwarding the deposit, the passenger certifies that he/she has no physical, mental or medical conditions that may prevent him/her from participating in the program. Baggage and personal effects are the sole responsibility of the owners at all times. If the entire program is canceled for any reason, participants shall have no claim other than for a full refund. By forwarding the deposit, the passenger certifies that he/she has no physical, mental or medical conditions that may prevent him/her from participating in the program. Baggage and personal effects are the sole responsibility of the owners at all times.
FEES

In addition to the program's base fee, you will need to budget for the following:
• Additional meals and drinks
• Transport to and from the program
• Optional activities and extras

For complete information about payment and cancellations, please refer to the Terms of Enrollment.

TRAVEL INFORMATION

Your program begins in Edinburgh and ends in Loch Lomond. Flights arrive into Edinburgh and depart from Glasgow. Flights are not included in the program cost. Optional transfers are available.

ACCOMMODATIONS

Stay in four stars hotels throughout the program for a truly memorable experience.

INCLUSIONS

• A list of excursions is provided in the itinerary
• Reimbursable activities

DOCUMENTS

For more information, please refer to the Travel Documents section in the program

For complete information about payment and cancellations, please refer to the Terms of Enrollment.

TRAVEL ITINERARY

Day One

B • Arrive in Edinburgh.
• Transfer to Stirling Highland Hotel.
• Check-in and the rest of the afternoon is free to explore and relax.

Day Two

D

• Breakfast at the hotel.
• Transfer to Loch Lomond and the Trossachs.
• Options include a scenic cruise on Loch Katrine aboard the Steamship Sir Walter Scott or a visit to Queen Elizabeth Forest Park.

Day Three

B • Breakfast at hotel.
• Visit Loch Lomond and Queen Elizabeth Forest Park.

Day Four

B D • Breakfast and dinner at hotel.
• Visit Scone Palace.
• Afternoon free time to explore.

Day Five

B • Breakfast at hotel.
• Excursion: Stirling Castle.

Day Six

B D • Breakfast and dinner at hotel.
• Visit Edinburgh.
• Dinner and overnight in Edinburgh.

Day Seven

B D • Breakfast and dinner at hotel.
• Excursion: Loch Lomond.

Day Eight

B D • Breakfast and dinner at hotel.
• Departure day.

DAY-TO-DAY ITINERARY

Day Four

B D • Breakfast and dinner at hotel.
• Visit Edinburgh.
• Dinner and overnight in Edinburgh.

Day Five

B • Breakfast at hotel.
• Excursion: Stirling Castle.

Day Six

B D • Breakfast and dinner at hotel.
• Visit Edinburgh.
• Dinner and overnight in Edinburgh.

Day Seven

B D • Breakfast and dinner at hotel.
• Excursion: Loch Lomond.

Day Eight

B D • Breakfast and dinner at hotel.
• Departure day.

THE ROYAL EDINBURGH MILITARY TATTOO

The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo is a unique and spectacular event that takes place in Edinburgh's historic Edinburgh Castle. This event is a must-see for any trip to Scotland, offering a stunning display of military pageantry, music, and dance.

THE TROSSACHS

The Trossachs is a region in central Scotland, known for its stunning landscapes, including Loch Katrine and Loch Lomond. This area is a great place to explore, with opportunities for hiking, cycling, and sightseeing.

THE ROYAL EDINBURGH MILITARY TATTOO

The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo is a unique and spectacular event that takes place in Edinburgh's historic Edinburgh Castle. This event is a must-see for any trip to Scotland, offering a stunning display of military pageantry, music, and dance.

EDINBURGH

Edinburgh is the capital city of Scotland and is known for its rich history and culture. The city is home to many famous landmarks, including the Edinburgh Castle, the Royal Mile, and the Edinburgh Festival. Visitors can enjoy the city's many museums, galleries, and theaters, as well as its vibrant nightlife and cuisine.
A CCOMMODATIONS

SCOTLAND FEATURING STIRLING, EDINBURGH & LOCH LOMOND

Gateside Road to Loch Lomond and the Trossachs, the historic town of Stirling stands in the heart of Scotland where the waters, mountains peaks and lochs of the Highlands meet the loamy, rolling countryside, rolling hills and swift rivers. Discovering one inspiring view after another, finds unique scenes, scenic views and geographies. Learn the secrets of Scotland's wholly unique and serene Foremost Experience at the Glenturret Distillery. Come stay at Loch Lomond and Cameron House. Anyone nearby in the night of Stirling and far from home have the finest echo of a distant past.

D DAY ONE

• Relax for the perfect base for exploring the major historical landmarks and off the beaten path adventures while providing panoramic views in the local culture and lifestyle.

D DAY TWO

• Detailed travel and destination

D DAY FOUR

THE ROYAL EDINBURGH MILITARY TRADITIONS AND THE TROSSACHS

The Street line and the Trossachs. Experience Scottish historic sites from the time of Mary Queen of Scots to the infant and the start of the Jacobite Rebellions. Excursion: Loch Lomond and the Trossachs. The hotel retains many of the original features of the property, ensures attentive service for drivers are included. Provided for AHI FlexAir participants.

D DAY FIVE

STIRLING, PERTH & EDINBURGH: SCOTLAND TODAY

In this program, are UNESCO World Heritage Sites. The Trossachs, part of the historic Trossachs National Park, offer magnificent views of the surrounding mountains and valleys. Stretching from the summit of BenAchray to the confluence with the River Forth at Aberfeldy, the Trossachs offer a unique blend of natural beauty and cultural history. This program offers an opportunity to explore the Trossachs National Park and experience the natural beauty and cultural heritage of this stunning region.

D DAY SIX

STIRLING INDEPENDENT EXPLORATION

Eighteenth-century Scottish Enlightenment. The cultural and political atmosphere of the time was characterized by a emphasis on reason, science, and the natural world. This period saw significant changes in Scotland, including the rise of reforms and the push for education and welfare. The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

D DAY SEVEN

EDINBURGH INDEPENDENT EXPLORATION

Experience a day tour to Stirling to fully experience the history of Scotland's capital. Visit Edinburgh Castle, Holyrood Palace, and the Royal Mile, and explore the historic streets and landmarks of the city. The program offers a chance to explore Edinburgh's rich history, culture, and art. The day is your own to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping.

D Day Eight

Farewell Reception and Graduation Ceremony followed by a farewell dinner. Included meals indicated each day as Included meals indicated each day as

In the morning, you may tour the perfect base for experiencing the major historical landmarks and off the beaten path adventures while providing panoramic views in the local culture and lifestyle.

Day Two

Educational Focus: Medieval History. Learn about the distant history of Scotland and the personalities associated with the area, including William Wallace and Robert the Bruce, the king who reigned over Scotland from 1306 to 1329. Excursion: Stirling Castle.

Day Four

Educational Focus: The Scottish Line and the Trossachs. Experience Scottish historic sites from the time of Mary Queen of Scots to the infant and the start of the Jacobite Rebellions. Excursion: Loch Lomond and the Trossachs. This excursion offers a unique blend of natural beauty and cultural history.

Day Five

Stirling, Perth and the Famous Grouse Distillery. Visit Crieff to discover the secrets of Scotland’s whisky artistry at the Famous Grouse Experience and Glenturret, Scotland’s oldest distillery. The day off with a comprehensive tasting.

Day Six

Stirling Independent Exploration: The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is your own to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.

The day is yours to relax or explore. Finish up any last-minute sightseeing or shopping. Included meals indicated each day as

The program offers a chance to explore the cultural and political landscape of the eighteenth century in Scotland.
Scotland featuring Stirling, Edinburgh & Loch Lomond

FAMOUS GROUSE
Edinburgh is the capital city of Scotland. It lies on the Firth of Forth and is renowned for its historic architecture, including the castle, which is home to the Scottish Parliament. The city is also known for its annual Military Tattoo, a spectacular event featuring traditional Scottish music and dance. Additionally, visitors can explore the Royal Mile, which is home to numerous historic buildings and museums. The day begins with a visit to the Edinburgh Castle, followed by a trip to the National Wallace Monument, a monument built to honor the famous Scottish hero William Wallace. This evening, guests can choose from a variety of optional activities, including a trip to the Royal Mile or a visit to a local restaurant. The evening concludes with a farewell reception and dinner at the hotel.

The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo
Set against the backdrop of Edinburgh Castle, the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo is one of the most popular events in Scotland. The tattoo is performed by a variety of military bands, including the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards and the Royal Regiment of Scotland. The performers are accompanied by traditional Scottish dancing and bagpipe music. The tattoo is a celebration of Scottish culture and history, with a focus on the local military traditions. This year's performance will take place on the Edinburgh Castle Esplanade, with spectators seated in the stands or on the castle walls. The tattoo is a must-see event for anyone visiting Edinburgh, and is a great way to experience Scottish culture and history.
SCOTLAND

FEATURING STIRLING, EDINBURGH & LOCH LOMOND

DAY ONE B | L = Breakfast | Lunch

Spend your first night in Stirling, an ancient Scottish town

D DAY TWO D

Spend your second night in Stirling and head to the historic city centre near Stirling Castle. Visit the historic city centre near Stirling Castle.

D DAY THREE D

Tour the historic city centre near Stirling Castle and gain personal insight into their lives. You will be able to see the forties finest of a distinct dynasty.

D DAY FOUR B | L | D

Enjoy the fascinating story of Stirling, Scotland, a scheduled visit to the

D DAY FIVE D

Enjoy Stirling Castle, the Tomb of the Chiefs and the National Wallace Monument. Take a guided tour of the castle and learn about its history. You will also have the opportunity to explore the National Wallace Monument.

D DAY SIX D

Enjoy the chance to explore Stirling Castle and its surroundings. You will have the opportunity to see the castle's history and gain a personal insight into its story. You will also have the chance to visit Stirling Highland Hotel, one of the premier hotels in Scotland.

D DAY SEVEN B | L | D

Enjoy the chance to explore Stirling Castle and its surroundings. You will have the opportunity to see the castle's history and gain a personal insight into its story. You will also have the chance to visit Stirling Highland Hotel, one of the premier hotels in Scotland.

D DAY EIGHT B | D

Enjoy the chance to explore Stirling Castle and its surroundings. You will have the opportunity to see the castle's history and gain a personal insight into its story. You will also have the chance to visit Stirling Highland Hotel, one of the premier hotels in Scotland.
Program Highlights
• Relax for seven nights at the Stirling Highland Hotel. Discover Scotland’s spectacular natural beauty and the historic sites in the Highlands.
• See the historic homeland of William Wallace, a hero of Scotland’s struggle for independence, and the sites associated with the culture of the Picts, Celts, Vikings, and Romans. The Scots have always been a resourceful and adaptable people with a strong determination to preserve their culture and traditions. They have been able to blend their heritage with the changing times to create a unique and diverse nation.
• Walk in the wake of freedom fighters like Sir William Wallace and visit some of Scotland’s most historic sites.
• Relax for seven nights at the Stirling Highland Hotel. Scotland has always been a resourceful and adaptable people with a strong determination to preserve their culture and traditions. They have been able to blend their heritage with the changing times to create a unique and diverse nation.

The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo
Set against the backdrop of Edinburgh Castle, the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo has thrilled more than 12 million people since its inception in 1995. The Tattoo features spectacular and surprising events and performances such as the magnificent spectacle of the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo, which celebrates the rich traditions and history of Scotland’s armed forces.

The Stirling Highland Hotel
Location: Located in the heart of Stirling, the Stirling Highland Hotel is an excellent base for exploring the historic city center near Stirling Castle and Stirling Old Town. The hotel offers spacious and comfortable guest rooms, an indoor heated swimming pool, and an extensive fitness center. The hotel is only 500 yards from Stirling Central Station, providing easy access to the city’s main attractions.

The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo
Set against the backdrop of Edinburgh Castle, the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo has thrilled more than 12 million people since its inception in 1995. The Tattoo features spectacular and surprising events and performances such as the magnificent spectacle of the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo, which celebrates the rich traditions and history of Scotland’s armed forces.

The Stirling Highland Hotel
Location: Located in the heart of Stirling, the Stirling Highland Hotel is an excellent base for exploring the historic city center near Stirling Castle and Stirling Old Town. The hotel offers spacious and comfortable guest rooms, an indoor heated swimming pool, and an extensive fitness center. The hotel is only 500 yards from Stirling Central Station, providing easy access to the city’s main attractions.

The Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo
Set against the backdrop of Edinburgh Castle, the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo has thrilled more than 12 million people since its inception in 1995. The Tattoo features spectacular and surprising events and performances such as the magnificent spectacle of the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo, which celebrates the rich traditions and history of Scotland’s armed forces.

The Stirling Highland Hotel
Location: Located in the heart of Stirling, the Stirling Highland Hotel is an excellent base for exploring the historic city center near Stirling Castle and Stirling Old Town. The hotel offers spacious and comfortable guest rooms, an indoor heated swimming pool, and an extensive fitness center. The hotel is only 500 yards from Stirling Central Station, providing easy access to the city’s main attractions.
LAND PROGRAM

Full Price $3,245
Special Savings $2,500
Special Price $2,995*

*Special Price valid if booked by the date found on the ordering panel
AHI Travel is an additional $25 per person.

AHI FLEXAIR

Our personalized air program allows you to select your flights, routing, class of service and dates of travel in consultation with one of our experienced Passenger Service Representatives. AHI will vary, depending on air, routing and class of service. Specially negotiated air rates are sometimes available in most cases. In many instances, lower air and hotel rates will be offered for early registration. Your Passenger Service Representative will coordinate all on-airport and in-flight arrangements and will work closely with you to guarantee your flight schedule.

Before deparure:

\- On occasion, AHI Travel obtains, uses, and distributes your personal information for marketing, sales, advertising, sales, marketing, advertising, publicity and/or training activities.
\- AHI FLEXAIR allows you to select your flights, routing, class of service and dates of travel in consultation with one of our experienced Passenger Service Representatives.
\- AHI Travel is an additional $25 per person.

Dear AHI Traveler,

Welcome to Scotland, explore Stirling, the ancient capital of Scotland and gateway to the Highlands, Loch Lomond, Stirling Castle and the Trossachs. Delight in the rich history of the Scottish landscape and the traditional locals, food and wine. Experience the stunning views from one of our exclusive and comfortable air offers.

Best regards,

[Signature]

AHI FLEXAIR

Your Passenger Service Representative will coordinate all on-airport and in-flight arrangements and will work closely with you to guarantee your flight schedule.

Before departure:

\- On occasion, AHI Travel obtains, uses, and distributes your personal information for marketing, sales, advertising, publicity and/or training activities.
\- AHI FLEXAIR allows you to select your flights, routing, class of service and dates of travel in consultation with one of our experienced Passenger Service Representatives.
\- AHI Travel is an additional $25 per person.

Independent Cruise Specialists

We are excited to offer you the opportunity to travel individually or in the cruise of your choice. Choose your destination, your dates and your cruise line. By reserving individually on the cruise of your choice, you will enjoy:

• Expert cruise specialists to guide and assist you
• Exclusive shipboard credits
• Freedom to choose the cruise experience that's right for you
• Special rates
• Excursions organized credits
• Expert cruise specialists to guide and assist you
• Pre-service to manage all cruise details

Follow us at twitter.com/ahitravel

AHI Cruises

Featuring the Edinburgh Military Tattoo

An Exclusive Educational and Travel Experience

AHI Traveler 2015 PROGRAM DATES

AUG. 3-11
AUG. 17-25
AUG. 18-26
AUG. 26-SEP. 3

Follow us on twitter.com/ahitravel

For more information, please see our website at: www.ahitravel.com

AHI Travel

Located in 1982, AHI designs unique, personal travel opportunities for sophisticated travelers. The principle upon which AHI was founded—innovation, creativity and the highest levels of service and quality—continue to distinguish each AHI travel program. Our goal is to exceed your expectations.

Independent Cruise Specialists

AHI Cruises

Featuring the Edinburgh Military Tattoo

An Exclusive Educational and Travel Experience

AHI Traveler 2015 PROGRAM DATES

AUG. 3-11
AUG. 17-25
AUG. 18-26
AUG. 26-SEP. 3

Visit scotland-ahitravel.com/cruises/

877-572-5160
Dear AHI Traveler,

Welcome to Scotland, explore Stirling, the ancient capital of Scotland and gateway to the Highland, Loch Lomond, Stirling Castle and the Trossachs. Delight in the visual beauty of the Scottish Highlands and its hilltops, lochs and castles. Immerse yourself in the stirring history of Scotland. You will visit Airth Castle, Falkirk, Linlithgow, Edinburgh and Stirling. Immerse yourself in the stirring history of Scotland, travel to Stirling, Stirling Bridge across the River Forth.

AHI Travel

AHI Live Travel, 3333 32nd Street, Suite 600, Chicago, IL 60631
Suite 600
AHI Travel

AHI TRAVELER
2015 PROGRAM DATES

L A N D P R O G R A M

Full Price $3,245
Special Savings $250
Special Price $2,995*

*Special Price valid if booked by the date listed on the adjoining page.
W/T is an additional 12% per person.

All prices quoted are in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and do not include airfare or air transportation costs. Exact dates are subject to change. Prices are not guaranteed until deposit is received. Single accommodation available at additional cost.

AHI Travel

AHI Live Travel, 3333 32nd Street, Suite 600, Chicago, IL 60631
Suite 600
AHI Travel

AHI Cruises

Independent Cruise Specialists

If you are interested in making independent travel arrangements in conjunction with your AHI Travel program, please contact AHI Cruises at 877-572-5160  www.ahicruises.com

AUSTRALIA

AHI TRAVELER
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All prices quoted are in U.S. dollars, per person, based on double occupancy and do not include airfare or air transportation costs. Exact dates are subject to change. Prices are not guaranteed until deposit is received. Single accommodation available at additional cost.
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